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April showers bring May fliers...doesn't quite rhyme but you get the drift.
This is the time for pre-season airplane checks and battery maintenance and repair. Do you have a checklist? If not, contact me
and I will tell you to get one. Batteries should be restored to flying condition, ALL planes should be checked as if they were newly
built for this year and transmitters should be checked (remember to have the correct model in memory when you are testing
flight controls). Don’t wait to get to the flying field to find things that need to be fixed in the workshop!
This year we will be flying on a completely new field. There is no accumulated knowledge of the field dynamics so initially flight
planning will be important. We will have to be vigilant to avoid sensitive areas such as the houses on Tisdale and Chippewa
Roads. There is also a gas well head in the field (a veritable magnet for swift moving sailplanes). With respect to parking here is
an extract from Ray's message on the subject....
We need to confine our parking at the field to ONLY Trinity Church Road. We have had a specific request by the field owner
to not park on the Tisdale Rd, as there are a couple of issues, (not generated by us) with respect to the property on the road.
There have been some home break-ins in the past, and when their dogs bark at our presence, it generates some consternation
in the family.
He is going to take the lock off of the gate on the Trinity Rd site, and said he has no problem with us using a combination lock for
our own security. Also he would be happy to help us when we get the moving crew for the "Club House"...
The 2012 Contest Schedule is listed at the end of this newsletter. You will note that not all contests show a CD in the listing. If
you can look after one of those dates let me know and I will update the information. Also if you see any conflicts with other
events, let me know. We need the information to obtain the MAAC sanctions.
Tom Crawford contacted me with regard to checking batteries..."thought I would mention that I built a Battery Tester last fall,
which I have found quite useful for characterizing my collection of rechargeable batteries and cells (mostly older NiCad’s, and
some NiMHs, and some salvaged Li-ion cells). I've used them mainly for robotics and other RC hobbies. If anyone in the club
is curious to know more about the state of their batteries, beyond what their existing tester tells them, I'd be happy to
oblige them. I also have a Supermate DC6 charger and balancer, bought in anticipation of buying and using some new Li-ion
battery packs, but have no experience with it yet. (Haven't bought any packs yet!).
The unit I built is called the BattMan II, and is described very well here:
http://www.stefanv.com/electronics/battman2.html .
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Minutes of the Meeting held at Rockton Library Hall, February 12th, 2012
Ray Munro opened the meeting with 19 members present
Motion to accept the minutes of the last meeting was made by Derek Hartwell and seconded by Werner Klebert.
Passed
Peter’s report highlights:
A balance of $3880.70 in the bank. Bank charges have been raised (what’s new)
26 members are fully paid up
Hamilton Conservation contract signed and paid but we have not gotten the contract back yet
Derek Hartwell and Ed Smith were made honorary members
New field:
The Owner Melvin (Myron Blaskiew) very friendly
Peter Clarke will send papers to be signed by him and then send them to MAAC so that we are insured
The outhouse location and status is still unsettled. Ray and some of the executive will be studying the site and Ray
will speak to the owner in the next few weeks
The site is more irregular and slightly smaller than last year’s field. It has the potential to be much more convenient.
Better parking with Shade trees and a much shorter walking distance to the flight line.
Les Peer noted that the aviation museum in Toronto will probably be closed in a few months and suggested that
members visit it before it is too late
No new business was brought up.
Derek Hartwell moved and Werner Klebert seconded the motion that the meeting be closed.
Bob Hammett and Warren Kelley then could start their presentation on free flight
Their presentation was very informative, well organized and presented. Members thoroughly enjoyed it and for many
it was a journey down memory lane as they shared memories of happy past experiences.
Addendum:
At the latest executive meeting held last week two things were brought up that we thought should be mentioned so
that members could consider then before the meeting on Sunday:
(1) The Hamilton air show is in June. Do members think we should try to get booth there in the hope of attracting
new members?
(2) The Owner of the field intends to finish clearing an area adjacent to the end of the field which he says we could
then use. Ray has seen the area and feels it could be very useful And after some discussion the executive felt that
if a work team of members offered to help we might be able to get something really worthwhile. So consider the
idea and whether you might donate a day.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------“Air Canada recently introduced a special half-fare rate for wives accompanying their husbands on
business trips. Anticipating some valuable testimonials, the publicity department of the airline sent out
letters to all the wives of businessmen who used the special rates, asking how they enjoyed their trip.
Responses are still pouring in asking, "What trip?"…”
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Minutes of the Meeting held at Rockton Library Hall, March 11th, 2012
March Meeting (version 2)
Ray Munro opened the meeting. There were 27 people present. A new guest Hugh and his wife (Liz) were present
Ed Smith noted that the report had dated the minutes wrong. The minutes were then moved and passed
Peter Clarke then gave his financial report. He noted that the balance at the end of January was$3877.61
Two deposits were made at the first of January $180.00 and $402.00
He wrote one check for $90.40 and a few small fees were deducted. A notice on the bank statement informed us that
there would be a change in the amount of fees we would be charged starting April 2
26 members had paid their fees
He had finally received the contract for Westover so we can fly there
The papers for the new field have been signed and registered so we can fly there now
It was noted that Easter and Toledo could conflict with the meeting and Peter arranged to have it moved to Sunday
the 22nd April
The need to move the outhouse was discussed again. Ray Munro said we would set the date etc at the next meeting.
The need to clear the new field for free flight was discussed
Contests:
Ed Smith suggested that the contest directors and their assistants take the same contests as last year. It was noted that
an assistant was needed and that members should help whenever possible
Bob Hammett said he would help organize a work crew. He also said we should advertise contests when appropriate.
Dick Colley said he would get the names of the contest directors etc and outline preferred dates
The Hamilton Air Show was mentioned again. Bob Hammett and Ed Smith said they would help man the booth if we
got one.
Cam units were discussed again and members going to Toledo would make inquiries about purchase and status in the
US and elsewhere in Canada
It was noted that the Bud Wallace Memorial contest would be on Fathers Day. (I do not know if a new date was set
or not.)
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
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Do-it-yourself Carbon Fibre Joiner Bars
Background
Most open-class composite-construction model sailplanes now employ 3-piece wings. The wing centre section may
have zero, or some, fixed dihedral angle at its centre-line. The two outboard panels may have additional dihedral (i.e.
“polyhedral”) created by a sharp bend in the wing spar where the outboard panels meet the centre panel.
Ray Munro and I have partnered to scratch build a pair of Supra F3J’s based on Marc Drela’s design. Rather than
adopting the Drela design’s fixed polyhedral angle, we wanted to try making some bent rectangular bar sets, initially
having 0 degrees, and 2.5 degrees as selectable polyhedral angles. Additional bar-sets with other angles might be
made later, based on flight-test results. This article describes our joiner bar adventure.
Design Considerations
Current model aircraft design practice usually employs a single carbon fibre “joiner bar” to connect the centre wing
panel to each of the tip panels. The polyhedral angle is usually unchangeable. The tubes that receive the joiner bars
are aligned with each other on a straight axis, with that axis tilted relative to the axes of the spars (see sketch). This
arrangement allows the use of a straight joiner bar that can be cut from warehouse lengths of straight bar-stock. A
straight round joiner bar is often used. It can roll about its own axis inside a round tube without affecting the
polyhedral angle, and therefore provides a simple, rigid arrangement. If you are shopping for a straight joiner bar,
high quality straight carbon fibre bar stock is fairly inexpensive and is easy to obtain.
However, by taking a straight-line short cut across
the polyhedral joint, much of the valuable space
between spar caps is wasted. This becomes a
design limitation for high performance wings,
which are usually heavily loaded and very thin.
The joiner bar’s cross-section, and consequently its
strength must be reduced, if a straight joiner bar is
used.
If a bent joiner bar is used, provided that bar is
prevented from rolling about its own axis it will
hold the wing panel at the true polyhedral angle. If
a square bent bar’s cross-section is encased in a
close fitting square joiner tube, the close fit
prevents the bar from rolling. The bend permits
square tubes to be installed parallel to their
respective spars’ axes (sketch, lower). This parallel
orientation enables maximum use of all the available space between upper and lower spar caps, permitting much
larger and stronger joiner bar cross-sections. Viewed another way, a square bent joiner bar with section dimensions of
about 3/8” x 3/8” weighs only half as much as a ½” round joiner bar. If made from the same material, the square bar
has the same bending strength as the round bar, but will fit into a thinner wing. Rectangular sections present even
more opportunities for reducing size and weight, and/or for increasing strength.
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Certain ARF sailplanes come with several pairs of bent rectangular joiner bars, each pair having a different polyhedral
angle molded in. The pilot can experiment with different polyhedral angles by substituting pairs of bars at the flying
field. Ray and I wanted this feature. These bars are sometimes completely solid, or they may have one or more
internal cavities to reduce weight. To avoid the complexity of molding internal cavities, we decided to try making
solid bars, having 0.0 degree and 2.5 degree polyhedral bends.
Commercial Manufacturing Processes
In the closely controlled “pultrusion” process that is used for commercial mass production of straight lengths of
carbon fiber barstock, carbon fibre filaments are impregnated with wet epoxy, then oriented straight and parallel to
each other and compacted under extreme pressure, usually while curing the epoxy at an elevated temperature.
Published specifications for pultrusions indicate incredible strength, beyond that which is attainable from the typical
hand lay-up molding process. Various cross-sections including rounds and rectangles can be made by pultrusion.
Unhappily, once a straight bar has been pultruded, there is no way of reworking it in your basement to result in the
bent bars that we wanted.
It is our speculation that model aircraft manufacturers use a manual or semi-manual molding process, rather than
pultrusion, to produce bent rectangular bars. How closely their end product approaches the strength available from
pultrusions is not known. All we know is that the bent bars supplied with factory-built models usually survive under
normal flight conditions.
To develop our own joiner bar design and a manufacturing process for it, we first needed to answer a couple of
questions pertaining to the bar’s required cross-section, and the stress capacity that we could expect from an
optimized hand-lay-up molding process.
What Cross Section can be used, and What Stress will it see?
Our conservative estimate of the worst-case load on our joiner bar assumes that the aircraft momentarily hits 100 mph
during a half loop pull-up from a zoom launch (loop diameter = 50 ft). This equates to a g-force force of 118 lb (27
g’s) to which must be added a possible concurrent winch-line pull of 210 lbs (the breaking strength of good quality
monofilament winch-line) for a total of 328 lbs, all resisted by the lift of the wings. This total load can be pro-rating
based on the fraction of total wing area that comprises one tip panel. That is the portion of wing area supported by one
joiner bar. Each joiner bar sees a load of 73 lb by this method. This load acts at the tip panel’s spanwise centroid,
located about 16 inches from the wing panel joint, giving a worst-case bending moment of around 1168 in-lb ( i.e. 97
ft-lb) acting on the joiner bar.
Drela assumed a design load of 200 lbs in designing the Supra’s wing spar. We do not know what safety factor is
included in his design; however, a large fleet of Supras have been built to his specifications with few reported
problems. Our joiner-bar design load of 328 lbs implies a further safety factor of 328/200 = 1.6 … safe, but perhaps
slightly over designed relative to Drela’s spar which it will form part of
The dimensions of our joiner bar cross section are limited by the available space between the spar caps (0.440” high x
0.418” wide). Based on our worst-case bending moment, a structural formula was used to calculate the maximum
compressive stress that would actually be experienced by a bent rectangular joiner bar having a solid section of those
dimensions. The worst case stress is approximately 82,000 psi.
Would our joiner bar break, if the predicted worst case stress is applied?
Commercial pultrusions made of carbon tow and epoxy, are commonly rated for a maximum stress capacity of
250,000 psi or more. However, if you instead choose to mold individual pieces of carbon tow in a hand lay-up
process, some strength reductions can be expected due to uneven epoxy distribution, cure at too-low temperature,
#
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insufficient lamination pressure, foreign debris, undulations or twists in the carbon fibre tow, and other possible
process faults in any combination. The inherent variability of these factors and the critical function of the part
suggested that no published book value should be relied upon for the final design. We felt a physical test was
necessary, instead.
So we built a joiner bar mold having features that aimed to minimize potential process problems, and we made a
joiner bar test specimen using our best workmanship. Then we built a test rig and progressively loaded our specimen
until the predicted worst-case design stress of 82000 psi was actually reached. Our test-bar survived!
During our test, the bar deflected elastically by about 10 degrees and the energy stored in that bar was beginning to
assume the ominous proportions of a Road Runner cartoon. The test rig was also beginning to groan. Personal-safety
demanded that we stop at that point.
What Ultimate Stress value can we produce?
We still don’t know. Since the bar didn’t break during our test, the ultimate stress limit of the material made by our
process is apparently more than 82,000 psi. Therefore, 82000 psi seems safe for design purposes, without further
testing.
We would like to have loaded our specimen until it failed. By knowing the load at failure, the corresponding stress
value could be used for designing bars with the absolute minimum size and weight.
Our Molding Process
We did not have the necessary
machine tools for making a
steel mold. SOGGI’s Ed Smith
suggested that instead we use
hardwood for the major pieces,
since we could work that
material with the tools that we
do have. To the left in the next
photo, a modular mold is
shown made of hard maple
plates. The mold can be
entirely disassembled to demold the workpiece, clean the
mold surfaces and apply
release agent. The mold details
that produce the polyhedral
angle are interchangeable.
Shown at right in the same
photo, a white surface keeps 30
tow strips aligned during epoxy
wet-out. This surface made
from 1/8” Masonite, and has
four flat panels separated by
troughs. Wet epoxy is spread
on each panel. Strips of tow are
#
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then stretched across the white board, secured at their ends by tape and then mashed into the wet epoxy with a hard
roller. Next, the tow is covered with paper towels and the entire board is placed in a vacuum bag. Vacuum is applied
causing the paper towels to blot up any excess epoxy (“vac-mopping”).
After removing the board from the vacuum bag and stripping the
paper towels, scissors are used to cut thru the wet tow at each trough,
producing 7” pieces of tow. The troughs enable both ends of each 7”
length to be easily lifted and gripped by the operator for careful
placement into the mold.
Our finished, molded part is 5” long. The mold faces are 6” long,
including 1/2” run-outs at each end to ensure that the entire 5”
finished bar length gets fully compacted. The 7” tow length also
contains a ½” grip allowance, seen protruding from each end of the
mold. The grip allowance enables the operator to place the tow into
the mold, flat and taut.
240 pieces of tow are required per joiner bar, and the entire lay-up
process for one bar takes approximately 5 hours. Several times
during loading of tow, the mold is closed to level any unevenness in
the accumulating bundle of tow, and to prevent voids from forming.
We estimate that the mold’s clamp-bolts can deliver in excess of 700 psi of compaction pressure to the molded part.
Even so, compacted tow is relatively incompressible, and does not flow like a liquid. It is therefore impractical to
attempt to fill the mold to the part’s exact finished dimensions. Rather, the mold is deliberately overfilled with tow to
produce a part whose height dimension is slightly oversize. Once all of the tow has been loaded to the mold, peel-ply
fabric is placed on top of the tow to give any excess epoxy an escape route. Excess epoxy can also drain from the two
open ends of the mold.
To ensure that final compaction is accomplished before the first batch of epoxy begins to cure, we used a slow cure,
high strength epoxy system (MGS L285 resin and H287 Hardener). Loctite’s Frekote 700NC was the release agent
used. The part is cured at room temperature for 24 hours, while compacted. After curing and while still in the mold, a
post-cure heat treatment is accomplished in a kitchen oven (180 degrees F for 15 hours). Post cure heat treatment of
MGS epoxy helps maintain its strength under elevated temperatures, for example, when you leave your airplane in the
sun on a very hot day.
The mold produces good surfaces on the bar’s two long sides and its bottom. After de-molding, the ends of the part
are cut to length (photo below). The peel ply is easily stripped from the top surface of the part, and the part must then
be precisely sanded to achieve all exact finished dimensions.
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Our Bending-Test Rig
Our test rig was constructed of hard maple. All joints were made with epoxy, and then cross-drilled and doweled for
reinforcement.
The test specimen holder was
secured in a vice. The 15.6” load arm
was then slipped over the specimen.
The test rig surfaces are shaped to
ensure that all of the bending occurs
at the bar mid length, and up to 15
degrees of deflection can be
accommodated.
The bucket seen hanging from the
load arm has depth markings so that
a known weight of water could be
loaded into it. Not shown, are the
approximately 30 pounds of
additional miscellaneous weights that
were added to the load arm to bring
the total applied load to 77.5 lb,
corresponding to a bending moment of 1209 in-lb ; slightly more than our design value of 1168 in-lb. Deflection
reached approximately 10 degrees during this test.
Deflection during a zoom launch would be of such short
duration that it would be unlikely to produce any
permanent “set” in the bar. Our test saw the load applied
for a longer period of time. Permanent “set” in our
sample was barely detectable using a straight edge and
would likely have no effect in service.
I hope you found this article interesting, and that it
rekindles your enthusiasm for trying the weird and
wonderful.
Bob Hammett
March 2012 … Brantford
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Membership Meeting, Rockton Library Hall 2:00pm
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Date

Event

Saturday, May 19, 2012

ALES Contest #1

Sailplane Events for 2012
Location
Chippewa/Trinity Church Field
BINBROOK ON

CD Name

Phone:

e-mail:

Dick Colley

(905) 296-4027

colleydogge@execulink.com

Sunday, May 20, 2012
Joe Banial

Sunday, May 27, 2012
0
Wednesday, May 30, 2012

2M Sailplane

Thursday, May 31, 2012

LSF Contest #1

Chippewa/Trinity Church Field
BINBROOK ON

ALES Contest #2

Chippewa/Trinity Church Field
BINBROOK ON

Andy Meysner

(905) 279-0173

meysner@sympatico.ca

Bud Wallace Memorial

Chippewa/Trinity Church Field
BINBROOK ON

Ed Smith

(519) 802-8821

antariesbws@gmail.com

LSF Contest #2

Chippewa/Trinity Church Field
BINBROOK ON

Bob Hammett
AnnTekatch

(519) 759-1939

the_hammetts@rogers.com

ALES Contest #3

Chippewa/Trinity Church Field
BINBROOK ON

0
Thursday, June 07, 2012
0
Saturday, June 16, 2012
0
Wednesday, June 20, 2012
Thursday, June 21, 2012
0
Wednesday, June 27, 2012
Thursday, June 28, 2012
0
Sunday, July 08, 2012
0
Wednesday, July 11, 2012

Open Sailplane – Man-on-Man

Doug Pike

LSF Contest #3

Chippewa/Trinity Church Field
BINBROOK ON

Otto Bandman Club Day

Chippewa/Trinity Church Field
BINBROOK ON

ALES Contest #4

Chippewa/Trinity Church Field
BINBROOK ON

2 – Metre

Chippewa/Trinity Church Field
BINBROOK ON

Les Peer

(905) 275-5622

ALES Contest #5

Chippewa/Trinity Church Field
BINBROOK ON

Bob Hammett

(519) 759-1939

the_hammetts@rogers.com

Thursday, August 16, 2012

LSF Contest #4

Chippewa/Trinity Church Field
BINBROOK ON

0
Saturday, August 18, 2012
Sunday, August 19, 2012
0
Wednesday, August 22, 2012

Open Sailplane – Man-on-Man

Thursday, August 23, 2012

ALES Contest #6

Chippewa/Trinity Church Field
BINBROOK ON

BIG Bird Bash

Chippewa/Trinity Church Field
BINBROOK ON

Dick Colley

(905) 296-4027

colleydogge@execulink.com

LSF Contest #5

Chippewa/Trinity Church Field
BINBROOK ON

Bob Hammett

(519) 759-1939

the_hammetts@rogers.com

(905) 575-5433

tekatch@sympatico.ca

Thursday, July 12, 2012
0
Saturday, July 14, 2012
Sunday, July 15, 2012
0
Wednesday, July 25, 2012
Thursday, July 26, 2012
0
Saturday, July 28, 2012

-

Sunday, July 29, 2012
0
Wednesday, August 08, 2012
Thursday, August 09, 2012
0
Wednesday, August 15, 2012

Doug Pike

0
Saturday, September 01, 2012
Sunday, September 02, 2012
0
Wednesday, September 12, 2012
Thursday, September 13, 2012
0
Saturday, September 15, 2012
Sunday, September 16, 2012
0
Wednesday, September 26, 2012
Thursday, September 27, 2012

Electric F5J
Open Sailplane – Man-on-Man

Doug Pike
Doug Pike

ALES Contest #7

Chippewa/Trinity Church Field
BINBROOK ON

LSF Contest #6

Chippewa/Trinity Church Field
BINBROOK ON

Ann Tekatch

0
Saturday, September 29, 2012
Sunday, September 30, 2012
0
Wednesday, October 03, 2012
Thursday, October 04, 2012
0
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